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DISCLAIMER
Certain information in this presentation constitutes forward-looking statements. Due to various 
risks, uncertainties, and assumptions made in our analysis, actual events or results or actual 
performance of the markets covered by this presentation may differ materially from those 
described. The information herein reflects our current views only, is subject to change, and is not 
intended to be promissory or relied upon by the reader. There can be no certainty that events will 
turn out as presented. Data are from sources deemed to be reliable. No representation or 
warranties either expressed or implied are made as to the accuracy of the information presented. 
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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Will They Consume?

• Looking at the U.S. Consumer’s willingness to 
use credit to make purchases sheds more light 
on their ability to spend.

• Non-revolving credit (like mortgages) has been 
expanding during the COVID-19 pandemic. In 
fact, new mortgage applications have risen 
12.6% since April.

• The University of Michigan Consumer 
Confidence index surprisingly rose in 
September. With increases in infection 
rates, political instability, and social unrest, 
the consumer seems to be more optimistic 
than expected.

• Further, the share of respondents reporting 
their finances improved over the last year 
reached 41%―the highest reading since 
March―but remains below the all-time 
peak of 58% in February.

• Consumers still need to spend and for them to do 
that on any sustained basis they need to have 
two things: jobs and confidence. Jobs have been 
recovering at a faster rate than anticipated and 
that is certainly good news.
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Data Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, University of Michigan



Path to Recovery in the U.S.

Although the number 
of people flying 
remains well below 
2019 levels, travelers 
passing through TSA 
checkpoints continue 
to increase

Driving data from 
Apple Maps has 
continued to 
increase, turning 
positive compared to 
January

Transit data remains 
below January 
levels, but is trending 
higher

While hotel 
occupancy is 
trending higher, 
occupancy rates 
remain about 12% 
below pre-COVID 
levels

Similar to hotel 
occupancy, 
Americans have 
begun to dine out 
again as 
measured by 
OpenTable
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Data Sources: Transportation Security Administration, STR Inc., Apple, OpenTable



The Cycle

• Are stocks overvalued? By the conventional wisdom, the answer is a 
resounding: Yes! When you look at valuations, stocks look 
overvalued versus their 5-year and 10-year averages.
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Data Sources: Bloomberg, FactSet

• While the S&P 500 is currently overvalued, we are entering a year-
over-year earnings growth cycle with the easiest comps to beat in a 
generation.



Growth vs. Quality Earnings
Economic Factors that Help Value Stocks

• Growth sectors & companies have led the market recovery

• During times of rising 
inflation, look for 

quality companies that 
have the pricing power 

to pass increasing 
product cost to 

consumers

• As fixed income returns 
decline below historical 
rates, quality dividend-

paying companies 
become more attractive 

to income seekers

• When less confident in 
the economy, investors 

rotate to quality 
companies with more 

secure and established 
streams of cashflows
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Data Sources: Bloomberg, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



A World Still Full of Cash

• The definitive question is: Will the U.S. 
consumer and businesses spend down to 
maintain their lifestyles and supply chains?

• With consumer confidence rising, the 
marginal propensity to spend should grow for 
both the consumer and institutions.

• If spending habits do return to normal levels, 
it could add approximately $1.97 trillion back 
into the economy (9.1% of GDP).

The Personal Savings 
Rate, or the difference 
between income and 
expenses that can be 
applied to housing or 

investing, has retreated 
from the highs seen 
earlier this year, but 
remains higher than 

historical rates

U.S. Bank Deposits are 
sitting at almost $16 

trillion, another record 
high amount

Retail & 
Institutional Money 

Funds have 
shattered any 

measurable past 
record, topping 

$4.1 trillion 
through the second 
week of September
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Data Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Emerging Markets

• Major emerging markets are buoyed by better earnings, 
GDP growth rates, and lower forward valuations.

• We remain overweight in Emerging Markets.
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Data Source: Bloomberg



China Mean Reversion
China’s Long Road Back to Global Dominance

Share of Global GDP through history

• Economies, like stocks, can mean revert. 
What we may be experiencing at this 
moment in history is China ascending back to 
a position of global leadership and as a 
strong competitor to the United States.

• For more on the China-U.S. Tech War, please 
see our interview with China Tech expert 
Kevin Xu.

• China’s PMI is at a current level of 51.5, up 
from 51.0 last month and up from 49.8 one 
year ago.

• This is a change of 0.98% from last month 
and 3.41% from one year ago.

PMI RecoveryReal-Time Recovery Indicators
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Data Sources: Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg, Maddison

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAF_kYqr495c2BqVULw6Vmw


Developed Markets

• Stagnant earnings and GDP growth expectations combined 
with high forward valuations underscores our underweight 
in Developed Markets.
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Data Source: Bloomberg



Inflation, Income, Interest Rates & Race
• Chairman Powell’s statement said as it relates to the new policy:

o “Inflation that is persistently low can pose risks…The result can be 
worse economic outcomes in…both employment and price 
stability…with the costs likely falling hardest on those least able 
to bear them.”

• Fed Chairman Jerome Powell called the move a “robust updating” that 
will allow inflation to run “moderately” above the 2% goal “for some 
time” following periods when it has run below 2%.

• The bottom-line is the Fed has now changed the paradigm and 
institutionalized lower rates for longer.

When you look at what general occupations Black and Hispanic workers 
occupy at a higher rate than other groups and segments, it is in service 

occupations.

Median Annual Income by Race

$51.2k $40.2k $63.8k $52.3k
National Median
Annual Income
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$35.6k

Data Sources: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Goldman Sachs, Bureau of Labor Statistics



Gaming a Biden Presidency

Measure
Revenue/

(Cost) Comments
Probability of

Passage

Individual Tax Rates

Reinstate 39.6% for Top Earners ($400k+)
+ Limit Deductions at 28%

~$500bn
• House passed bill to reinstate top income rate in Dec. '19, 

which most Democrats +5 Republicans supported
High

Expand Earned Income Tax ($300bn)
• A priority for the Democratic party. An existing Senate bill 

would quadruple EITC, 46 of 47 Democratic senators are co-
sponsors

High

Reduce Estate Tax Exemption ~$60bn • A more palatable version of a wealth tax; reduce to $6mm Moderate to High

Tax Capital Gains as Ordinary Income for 
$1MM + Abolish Step-up

~$500bn
• Biden supports, but a scaled Phase-in may be more realistic; 

abolishing step-up basis has support
Moderate

Reinstate SALT Deduction ($200bn)
• 2-year measure passed House in Dec. 2019, but some liberal 

Dems opposed; could target increasing deduction instead
Moderate

Financial Transaction Tax ~$780bn
• Only 3 Democrats have cosponsored similar Senate bill (.1% 

tax)
Low

Wealth Tax ~$1T • Biden has not supported explicitly +Constitutionality issues Low

Corporate Tax Rates

Increase Corporate Tax Rate ~$700bn-$1T
• More likely to land on 24-25% than 28% given Senate 

moderates
High

Close Carried Inters Loophole ~$15bn • Biden supports + lots of Congressional Democratic support High

Impose Minimum Tax / GILTI changes ~$500bn • Minimum tax (~15%) is a priority for Democrats + fixing GILTI High

Eliminate 20% Deduction for Pass-Thrus ~$200bn • Targeted only at high earners ($400k+) High

Impose Industry-Specific Taxes ~$200bn
• Biden's plan would eliminate industry-specific tax credits (e.g. 

real estate, pharma)
Moderate

Expand Payroll Tax ~$800bn
• Impose payroll tax (12.4% evenly split) on high earners 

($400k+); similar House bill has 200 cosponsors, but Senate bill 
only has 1

Low to Moderate

Biden’s Tax Plan: What Can Get Done?
With little in the way of new policy from Trump, a deep dive on Biden tax policy

Enthusiasm Gap
A potential weakness for Biden is the enthusiasm gap: Trump voters are more 

excited to vote for Trump than Biden voters are for Biden
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Data Sources: Washington Post/ABC, Pew Research Center, PIMCO



Mean Reversion Dashboard
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Data Source: Bloomberg

Style Forward P/E as a % of 20-Year Average

Regions & Countries Forward P/E as a % of 20-Year Average

Sector Forward P/E as a % of 20-Year Average

Style
Value Blend Growth
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e

124.7% 137.5% 166.1%

M
id 122.0% 137.4% 191.3%
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ze
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l

111.9% 150.7% 284.4%

Regions Countries

World
Developed 
Markets

Emerging 
Markets

United States Germany
United 

Kingdom
China Brazil India Russia

131.8% 117.6% 99.5% 148.0% 111.8% 97.4% 102.0% 93.7% 149.0% 57.3%

Sectors

Energy Materials Industrials
Consumer 

Discretionary
Consumer 

Staples
Health Care Financials Technology Telecom Utilities Real Estate

179.5% 106.0% 116.2% 162.8% 103.6% 80.6% 67.9% 130.6% 101.5% 90.5% 219.4%



Economic Dashboard
U.S. GDP Growth (YoY %)
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Our View

• Political silly season will be a disruptor to markets during 
the quarter to include post-election disputes (possible 10%-
20% drawdown).

• Cash flows will continue to improve as more businesses 
continue to open up and consumers return to more activity, 
with the combination of COVID-19 testing, treatments, and 
vaccines dominating post-election headlines.

• The Federal Reserve is prepared to institutionalize lower 
rates as a way to lift lower income Americans’ wages, 
including racial minorities.

• China is continuing to increase their global presence and 
influence with the use of debt forgiveness and vaccine 
access in Africa. Africa as a continent represents 54 United 
Nations votes and 1.2 billion people.

• A right-leaning U.S. Supreme Court will overturn the 3.8% 
tax surcharge on investment that was instituted as part of 
Obamacare.

Our View & Recommendations
Recommendations

• Continue to rebalance back to policy targets.

• Remain underweight Developed Markets, in particular the 
European Union countries as fiscal stimulus will be harder 
to deploy and Brexit controversies persist.

• Overweight Emerging Markets as valuations compared to 
earnings growth present a clear opportunity. 

• Redeploy cash into reasonably lower risk alternatives to 
increase income.

Strategy Update

• Review our discussion with China tech expert Kevin Xu on 
the dispute between China and the U.S. in the Technology 
sector
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAF_kYqr495c2BqVULw6Vmw


tphillips@phillipsandco.com

www.phillipsandco.com

THANK YOU
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